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With the tremendous development of surveying and mapping technologies, the volume of vector data is becoming larger. For mapping workers and other GIS scientists, map visualization is one of the most common functions of GIS software. But it is also a time-consuming process when processing massive amounts of vector data. Especially in an Internet map service environment, large numbers of concurrent users can cause major processing delays. In order to address this issue, this paper develops an efficient parallel visualization framework for large vector data sets by leveraging the advantages and characteristics of graphics cards, focusing on storage strategy and transfer strategy. The test results demonstrate that this new approach can reduce the computing times for visualizing large vector maps.

1. Introduction

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are currently being used in many practical and scientific fields, such as land resource plans and management [Tang et al. 2011], global climate monitoring [Zhou et al. 2003], traffic management [Arentze et al. 2010], early disaster warning [Daneshrav and Bagherzadeh 2011] and so on. For these GIS applications, the map visualization is the most common and useful function, as most business functions are based upon it.

With the development of survey and mapping technologies, vector data has been annually accumulated and its volume has reached an unprecedented scale, which in turn, brings great challenges to current GIS software [Wang 2010]. Made apparent by CyberGIS, vector data rendering is a time-consuming process wherein the larger the volume of the vector data, the longer the rendering time. Though rendering algorithms can improve this process by using the parallel computing capabilities of multi-core CPUs, the response time is still very long when the volume of vector data is large in quantity [Yang 2005]. Clusters provide a good solution to slow rendering times, but it proves very expensive to buy more servers which then possess more processing cores. This issue, however, can be solved by a many-core GPU (graphics processing unit), which is the key component of computer graphics cards. Compared with multi-core CPU, the many-core GPU is cheaper and...